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Abstract Drastic paleogeography changes in the Indonesian archipelago over the Plio‐Pleistocene, either
in response to sea level oscillations or vertical land motion, enabled the periodic emergence of the Sunda
shelf. When emerged, this wide continental platform in the heart of the Maritime Continent may have
modified regional and global climate systems. We investigate the effect of the exposure of the Sunda shelf on
climate dynamics using a set of numerical simulations with (i) atmosphere‐land surface and (ii) fully
coupled general circulationmodels. We first explore the impact of convection schemes on the rainfall regime
simulated over the Maritime Continent and show how they could explain the discrepancies among
previous studies. We further depict a robust and common mechanism that prevails. We show that diurnal
heating of the surface of the continental platform enhances low‐level convergence and local convection,
and fosters local precipitations. This effect, to a second order, is modulated by the radiative effect and
increased turbulent heat flux driven by vegetated surface properties such as albedo or roughness. Increasing
precipitations over the exposed platform also impacts freshwater export into seawater, making salinity of
the Indian Ocean and Indonesian Throughflow highly dependent on the routing scheme over the
exposed shelf.

1. Introduction

The “Maritime Continent” with its complex physiography made of islands and shallow seas (Figure 1a) is a
key part of the equatorial climate system (Ramage, 1968). It lies beneath a zone of deep convection asso-
ciated with the ascending branch of the Walker circulation (Tokinaga et al., 2012). Rainfall over the region
range from 1,500 to 3,000 mm/year and the water balance is influenced by moisture convergence, monsoon
circulation, and, to a lesser extent, continental recycling (Qian, 2008). Differential heating between oceanic
and continental surface during the day drives land‐sea breezes and enhances atmospheric convergence,
which results in high insular precipitation (Neale & Slingo, 2003; Qian, 2008; Yamanaka, 2016). Rapid noc-
turnal land cooling shifts precipitation seaward and rainfall intensity weakens (Qian, 2008).

The Sunda shelf, which partially lies today 50 m below sea level, has been exposed (Figure 1b) during periods
of glacial sea level stand (e.g., Voris, 2001). Moreover, geodynamics modified the long‐term physiography of
the shelf (Zahirovic et al., 2016), and likely permanently exposed the shelf prior to 400,000 years ago, regard-
less of sea level oscillations (Sarr et al., 2019). It is thus pivotal to constrain the climatic impact of the
emerged Sunda shelf under interglacial conditions, such as present‐day. Theoretically, exposing the shelf
modifies convection and rainfall patterns simply through changes in thermal heat capacity and albedo,
but more complex mechanisms involve changes in turbulent fluxes and dynamic processes that are specific
of the Maritime Continent location in the monsoon/Walker circulation region. Exposing the shelf could also
modify the pattern of the Indonesian Throughflow (ITF) by switching off the Karimata strait outflow.

The processes invoked in earlier modeling studies that focused on the impact of the Sunda shelf are con-
trasted (Bush & Fairbanks, 2003; Di Nezio et al., 2016; DiNezio & Tierney, 2013). Using both forced and fully
coupled climate CESM1.0 simulations, Di Nezio et al. (2016) found that the Sunda shelf had a small impact
when compared to the southern Sahul shelf, whereas an earlier study (Bush & Fairbanks, 2003) suggested
that warming over the shelf enhanced convection and ultimately reinforced the Walker circulation.
Possible reasons for these diverging results could involve (i) differential responses of rainfall to cloud radia-
tive forcing (Stevens & Bony, 2013), (ii) differences in planetary boundary layer parameterization that can
impact low‐level circulation and convection (Shin et al., 2009), or (iii) differences in convection schemes
(Gianotti et al., 2012).
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Our main objective is to quantify the effect of the Sunda shelf exposure on atmosphere and ocean dynamics,
using in the first place a methodology comparable to that of Di Nezio et al. (2016) and Bush and Fairbanks
(2003), besides the fact that we focus on the mechanisms triggering regional climate changes, in particular
the chain reaction linking the effects of vegetation cover, atmospheric dynamics, and ocean freshwater
budget. In this paper we also discuss (i) the differences among this and the aforementioned studies and
(ii) the sensitivity of the shelf effect to the physical parameterization using an original set of simulations
differing by their atmospheric physics and their convection schemes, as described in the following section.

2. Models and Experiments
2.1. Model Description
2.1.1. Atmospheric and Land Surface Models
In order to investigate the impact of atmospheric parameterization on the simulated climate over the
Maritime Continent, we designed a set of simulations with two versions of the LMDz atmospheric general
circulation model (Hourdin et al., 2006; Hourdin et al., 2013; Rochetin et al., 2014) (Table 1). We employed
LMDz5A and LMDz6, respectively, used for CMIP5 and the ongoing CMIP6 simulations, coupled to the
ORganizing Carbon and Hydrology In Dynamic EcosystEms (ORCHIDEE) land‐surface model (Krinner
et al., 2005) and forced by fixed sea‐surface temperatures (hereafter SST‐forced simulations).

In LMDz5A, the vertical turbulent transport within the boundary layer is treated as a diffusion following the
formulation of Laval et al. (1981). Two different convection schemes (see section 2.2) can be selected to

Figure 1. Topography and bathymetry of the Maritime Continent. (a) Present day. Light blue areas are the shallow Sunda and Sahul shelves that are emerged dur-
ing periods of low‐sea level (Voris, 2001). (b) With an emerged Sunda shelf. Arrows delineate the main passages of the South China Sea (SCS) and Indonesian
Throughflow (ITF).

Table 1
Simulation IDs and Characteristics

Simulation Model Configuration Convection Scheme Physics Shelf

1. Preindustrial SST‐forced simulations
CTL_KE LMDZOR (v5) Emanuel Standard N
CTL_TI LMDZOR (v5) Tiedtke Standard N
CTL_KEup LMDZOR (v6) Updated Emanuel New N
2. Shelf SST‐forced simulations
SHELF_KE LMDZOR (v5) Emanuel Standard Y
SHELF_TI LMDZOR (v5) Tiedtke Standard Y
SHELF_KEup LMDZOR (v6) Updated Emanuel New Y
GRASS_KE LMDZOR (v5) Emanuel Standard Y
3. Fully coupled simulations
CM_CTL IPSL‐CM5A2 Emanuel Standard N
CM_SHELF IPSL‐CM5A2 Emanuel Standard Y
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represent the shallow and deep convection (Hourdin et al., 2006): Emanuel (Emanuel, 1991) or Tiedtke
(Tiedtke, 1989). The Morcrette (1991) scheme is used for radiative transfer. The model is run at a spatial
resolution of 3.75° in longitude and 1.875° in latitude, and 39 vertical layers (i.e., 96 × 95 × 39 grid points).
The activation of the zoom function centered on SE Asia enables to obtain a horizontal resolution of about
140 km over the Maritime Continent.

LMDz6 is the atmospheric component of the upcoming IPSL‐CM6model. In this version, implemented with
the “New Physics” (Hourdin et al., 2015) parameterizations, the boundary layer representation relies on a
combination of eddy diffusion (Yamada, 1983) and mass‐flux representation of the organized thermal struc-
ture of the boundary layer (i.e., the thermal plume model; Rio & Hourdin, 2008). The longwave radiative
transfer is based on the Rapid Radiation Transfer Model (Mlawer et al., 1997). The convection is based on
an Emanuel scheme (Emanuel, 1991) that has been updated regarding to LMDz5 (see section 2.2). This
version is run with a spatial resolution of 2.5° in longitude and 1.27° in latitude, and 79 vertical
layers (144 × 142 × 79).

The land surface model ORCHIDEE (ORganizing Carbon and Hydrology In Dynamic EcosystEms; Krinner
et al., 2005) simulates both biophysical and biochemical processes. Vegetation is represented by 13 plant
functional types (PFTs) including bare soil. Albedo, surface roughness length, heat capacity, and leaf area
index (LAI) are computed dynamically based on PFT phenologies. Evaporation efficiency is also com-
puted; it depends on (i) the resistance between the canopy leaves and canopy top (so‐called architectural
resistance that affects transpiration), (ii) the bulk stomatal and leaves aerodynamical resistances (canopy
resistance) that is inversely proportional to LAI and affects the evaporation of foliage water, and (iii) the drag
coefficient that is inversely proportional to roughness. Runoff water is directed to the nearest ocean grid point.

At first order, LMDz simulates the regional pattern of rainfall realistically (Figure 2), although some biases,
whose sign and amplitude depend on convection scheme (section 2.2), are depicted (see details in Text S1
and Figure S1). Rainfall seasonality is reproduce satisfactorily south of the equator, while the rainfall seasons
start to early and precipitation amount is generally overestimated compared to observations northward of
the equator (see details in Text S1 and Figure S2).
2.1.2. The Fully Coupled Model
Coupled simulations were performed with the ESM IPSL‐CM5A2‐VLR, which is the fast‐computing deriva-
tive version of the IPSL‐CM5A‐LRmodel that was used for CMIP5 (Dufresne et al., 2013). This configuration
benefits from an optimized hybrid parallelization, which improved the required computing time for coupled
simulations (~75 versus 8 modeled year/day with IPSL‐CM5A). This version also overcomes the global
surface air temperature cold bias of IPSL‐CM5A. Atmospheric and land surface models are, respectively,
the LMDz5A and ORCHIDEE models described above. In addition, ocean is simulated by the ocean model
NEMO (v3.6), with the ORCA2.3 configuration (Madec, 2016) that uses a global tripolar grid (two poles in
the northern hemisphere to avoid singularity; Madec & Imbard, 1996) with a curvilinear mesh. This config-
uration has a resolution of 2° × 2°, refined at about 0.5° in the equatorial area, and 31 vertical levels
(182 × 149 × 31) whose thicknesses increase from 10 m near the surface to 500 m at the bottom. IPSL‐
CM5A2 also includes the model LIM2 for sea ice thermodynamics (Fichefet & Maqueda, 1997). The atmo-
sphere, ocean, land‐surface, and sea ice components are linked via the OASIS coupler (Valcke et al., 2012).

As IPSL‐CM5A, IPSL‐CM5A2 has a wet bias over the Indo‐Pacific tropical region when compared to obser-
vations (Dufresne et al., 2013). Whereas precipitations are overestimated over the ocean, some dry biases are
found inland Borneo and Sumatra. Both biases have been described in most of CMIP5 (coupled) and AMIP5
(forced) models and are likely linked to systematic global circulation and monsoon biases (Toh et al., 2018).
Sea surface salinity (SSS) pattern is realistic, with fresher condition inside the Indonesian archipelago with
respect to the surrounding oceans (e.g., Gordon et al., 2003), but the model underestimates the salinity in the
South China and Java Seas in relation with the rainfall positive bias.

2.2. Convection and Cloud Parameterization

Emanuel's and Tiedtke's convection schemes represent both the deep and the shallow convection. They are
based on a “mass flux” approach and have their own cloud parameterization. In the Tiedtke scheme only
one convective cloud, with a single saturated updraft, is considered. Entrainment and detrainment between
cloud and environment can take place at any level between free convection level and free sinking level. Also,
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one single downdraft is considered, extending from the free sinking level to the cloud base, and assumed to
be saturated and kept at saturation by evaporating precipitation. Mass flux at the top of the downdraft is
directly proportional to updraft mass flux. Convection closure relies on moisture convergence and
triggering is based on lifted parcel buoyancy in the first grid level above the condensation level.
Homogeneous cloud fraction is calculated from the base to the top of the cloud and depends on the moist
tendency simulated by the Tiedtke scheme.

The Emanuel scheme (Emanuel, 1991) considers convective fluxes based on an idealized model of subcloud‐
scale updrafts and downdrafts. The scheme assumes mixing within clouds to be highly episodic and inhomo-
geneous. The mixed updrafts move adiabatically up or down to their levels of neutral buoyancy while
producing precipitation. In addition, a single downdraft is parameterized as a single entraining plume of
constant fractional area driven by evaporation and precipitation. Both convection closure and triggering take
into account tropospheric instability and convection inhibition. Mass flux at the cloud base relies on the
convective available potential energy (CAPE). The convective cloud fraction calculation is based on the
statistic distribution of total in‐cloud water content following Bony and Emanuel (2001). Emanuel scheme
is known to overestimate precipitation both over ocean and continent (Davis et al., 2009) while Tiedtke
scheme overestimates precipitation over ocean at the cost of continental precipitation (see Figure 2,
Figure S1, and Text S1 for details). Regarding the development history of LMDz, the shift from Tiedtke to
Emanuel scheme allowed to improve the annual rainfall pattern of precipitation over the western part of
the Indian Ocean (Braconnot et al., 2007; Hourdin et al., 2006).

In LMDz6, the Emanuel scheme has been updated to include the control of convection activation and inten-
sity by subcloud processes. The convective closure (that determines the convective mass flux at the cloud
base) and the triggering rely on the notion of Available Lifting Energy, which must overcome the convective
inhibition, and Available Lifting Power that control convection power. Statistical lifting energy at the cloud
base and convection triggering are based on a stochastic approach that relies on the properties of the thermal
distribution characteristics (Rochetin et al., 2014). This version of the model has also improved representa-
tion of clouds. These updates of the convection scheme enable to improve the simulation of diurnal cycle in
the tropics compared to former version of LMDz.

Figure 2. (a) Annual mean precipitation in TRMM (1979–2012) (Hilburn & Wentz, 2008). Simulated annual mean preci-
pitation simulation for different convection scheme. (b) Emanuel scheme. (c) Tiedtke scheme. (d) Updated Emanuel
scheme. Absolute values are plotted at initial data resolution while anomalies have been regridded on IPSL‐CM5A2
simulation grid. Comparison with GPCP dataset (Huffmann et al., 2009) is provide as supporting information (Figure S1).
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2.3. Experimental Setup

We designed three different sets of simulations (Table 1). The first two sets are made of SST‐fixed experi-
ments with LMDz coupled to ORCHIDEE (hereafter LMDZOR configuration) and are used to explore the
impact of parameterizations on simulated rainfall patterns over the Maritime Continent, the impact of the
emerged shelf, and the influence of the prescribed vegetation. They are forced with fixed sea surface tem-
peratures (AMIP II BCS Pseudo Sea Surface Temperature 1988–2007). The last set consists of two simula-
tions run with the coupled IPSL‐CM5A2 model, and is used to address the consequences of the shelf
emergence on ocean dynamics.
2.3.1. Preindustrial SST‐Forced Simulations
The first set of SST‐forced simulations (CTL; Figure 3a) is made of experiments that have preindustrial
boundary conditions (greenhouse gases concentration, ice sheet, bathymetry, sea surface temperature,
insolation). Three different experiments have been performed with these boundary conditions: the first
one uses LMDz5A with the Emanuel convection scheme and associated cloud scheme (CTL_KE), the sec-
ond uses LMDz5A with Tiedtke convection scheme and associated cloud scheme (CTL_TI), and the last
one uses LMDz6 with the updated Emanuel convection scheme (CTL_KEup) (Table 1). In CTL_TI and
CTL_KE simulations we used the zoom function of the LMDz5A model (×2) to obtain a resolution of
0.9° to 1.95° in the Maritime Continent region. For CTL_KEup simulation we use the standard resolution
of LMDz6 model which is to 2.5 by 1.27° over the Maritime Continent region. Those simulations were run
for 30 years and we computed monthly and seasonal means over the last 20 years, using the 10 first years
for spin‐up.
2.3.2. Shelf SST‐Forced Simulations
The second set of simulations was performed using the same model configurations, except that we mod-
ified the current land‐sea mask by imposing the emersion of the Sunda Shelf, creating a continental area
of 1.8 × 106 km2 between Western Indonesian Islands and mainland South‐East Asia (SHELF; Figure 3b),
while other boundary conditions were kept as preindustrial. Vegetation over the platform was prescribed
as 70% of tropical broad‐leaved evergreen PFT and 30% of tropical broad‐leaved raingreen PFT, following
the current cover of neighboring areas. Four simulations have been performed with those boundary
conditions (Table 1): three of them use the different convection and cloud parameterizations described
above (SHELF_TI, SHELF_KE, and SHELF_KEup) and an additional one was run with the Emanuel's
convection scheme (LMDz5A) and identical conditions, except for vegetation cover, that was set to
100% C4 grassland (GRASS_KE). Those two types of vegetation cover display different properties (albedo,
roughness length, canopy water‐holding capacity) that may influence surface‐atmosphere coupling,
hence the simulated surface climate (e.g., Davin & de Noblet‐Ducoudré, 2010), via radiative and
nonradiative processes.

Figure 3. Land‐sea masks. (a) CTL simulations. (b) SHELF simulations. (c) CM (coupled model) simulations.
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2.3.3. Fully Coupled Simulations
A third set of simulations was run with IPSL‐CM5A2 (Figure 3c, Table 1) to explore the impact of the shelf on
the coupled ocean–atmosphere system.We used Emanuel's convection scheme and associated cloud scheme
only, since the coupled model had been tuned with this scheme. We used a fully equilibrated, multimillenial
preindustrial run (CM_CTL) from which we started an experiment (CM_SHELF) with an exposed shelf
covered by a vegetation composed of 70% tropical broad‐leaved evergreen PFT and 30% of tropical broad‐
leaved raingreen PFT. CM_SHELF has been run for 2,000 years and climatologies for both simulations were
computed over the last 100 years.

3. Effect of Atmospheric Physics and Parameterization Scheme on Atmospheric
Response Over the Maritime Continent
3.1. Impacts of Prescribed Physics on Annual and Seasonal Rainfall Simulated Changes

Figure 4a shows the change in precipitation between SHELF and CTL simulations for the three model
configurations. In the KE configuration, shelf exposure results in higher annual mean precipitation over
the Sunda shelf with amplitudes reaching +7 mm/day at the center of the shelf (Figure 4a, top). In the
KEup configuration, shelf exposure results in higher annual mean precipitation over the central Sunda shelf,
while precipitation decreases over Borneo and the eastern part of the Maritime Continent. The amplitude of
the anomaly varies from +5 to −5 mm/day (Figure 4a, bottom). Conversely, using the Tiedtke scheme
(SHELF_TI) leads to a decrease in mean annual precipitation over the shelf when it is emerged, a result
that is comparable to what has been simulated in Di Nezio et al. (2016). Precipitation changes range from
−4 to −1 mm/day and are mostly located on the northern part of the shelf.

Although with different amplitudes, all three configurations show that between 8°S and the equator, the
shelf induces an increase in rainfall seasonal cycle, with higher precipitation rates during the transitional
rainy seasons, that is, January–April and August–November (Figure 4b). KE and KEup configurations show
almost no changes in precipitation during the boreal summer at these latitudes while TI simulates a strong
drying (up to 5 mm/day) from May to August over this area, and a later drying between 2°N and 12°N from
July to December. This negative mean annual precipitation changes simulated by Tiedtke convection
scheme is due to inherent property of this scheme to overestimate year‐round maritime rainfall at the cost
of inland precipitation; when replacing ocean surfaces with continents, the Tiedtke's moisture advection
bias mentioned earlier (section 2.2 and Text S1) is suppressed, leading to a decrease in convective activity
and associated rainfall amount.

The seasonal increase in precipitation is associated to a general increase in low‐level convergence on the
exposed shelf, as pictured by near‐surface wind divergence anomalies between SHELF_KE and CTL_KE
for March–April season (Figures 5a and 5b). In turn moisture transport/advection from the Indian Ocean
(Figure 5b) increases the water content of the tropospheric column, which favors both convective and strati-
form precipitations (+3mm/day; Table 2 and supporting information). These processes act during seasons of
maximal insolation, namely, spring (Figure 5) and autumn equinoxes.

3.2. Mechanisms Driving the Shelf Effect on the Maritime Continent Rainfall

In the following, we analyze the daily outputs to explain the seasonal changes in precipitation when the shelf
is exposed, only for the KE configurations, for the mechanism that triggers the increase in precipitations is
similar in all the configurations (Figures S4 and S5). The 3‐hr frequency fields (Figure 6) reveal higher
variations of surface temperatures during the diurnal cycle of shelf surface over the shelf than over the ocean
(SHELF_KE versus CTL_KE; Figure 6a). It results from the smaller heat capacity of the continental surface
that allows for more efficient heat transfer when exposed to solar radiations. Whereas the diurnal amplitude
of the near‐surface temperature is low (~0.7 °C) in CTL_KE (Figure 6a), the exposed shelf reaches higher
maximum temperatures at midday (+2 °C when compared to CTL_KE) and cools down rapidly (−2.8 °C
when compared to CTL_KE) when insolation decreases (Figure 6a). The daily abrupt warming triggers
the onset of convection, as shown by higher midlevel vertical velocity (>150 hPa/day; Figures 6b and 6c)
and convective rainfalls (Figure 6d) that mimic the diurnal temperature cycle when the shelf is exposed
(Figure 6a). Importantly, the daily averaged surface temperature is overall lower when the shelf is exposed,
which explain why convection increases while the daily‐averaged near‐surface temperature
decreases (Figure 6e).
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Another consequence of surface heating is intensifiedmoisture advection from the Indian Ocean (Figures 5b
and S3), which releases more latent heat through condensation and stimulates convection. Enhanced
moisture advection also induces higher specific humidity in the atmospheric column over the shelf.
Figure 6d shows that a direct consequence is a permanent higher stratiform precipitation rate all over the
day. Intensity of precipitation changes in transitional season appears to be directly related to vertical velocity
when the shelf is emerged (Figures 6, S4, and S5).

4. Impact of Vegetation Cover on the Regional Climate

In this section we use the SST‐forced configuration to explore the impact of vegetation cover on the platform
and examine the radiative and turbulent fluxes budgets to understand the differences between SHELF_KE
and GRASS_KE (Figure S6). In addition to the effect of surface heat capacity, replacing seawater with a vege-
tated shelf alters surface and air temperatures through changes in radiative balance and turbulent fluxes
(equation (1) in the supporting information; Polcher et al., 1998). In SHELF_KE, the exposed shelf

Figure 4. (a) Annual change in precipitation for LMDZOR simulation. (b) Hovmöller diagram showing the simulated change in seasonal precipitation along lati-
tude (averaged over 95°E–115°E). (top line) SHELF_KE minus CTL_KE, (middle) SHELF_TI minus CTL_TI, and (bottom line) SHELF_KEup minus CTL_KEup.
Dotted red line represents the limit between two different regimes of precipitation (e.g.,. Aldrian & Susanto, 2003).
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increases the yearly averaged surface albedo by 6% (Figure 7a and Table 2), thereby reducing the amount of
absorbed short‐wave radiations by −17.4 W/m2. Given that lower LAI of herbaceous PFT, GRASS_KE
simulation yields higher albedo (+8% compared to CTL_KE), and the net shortwave balance is thus
reduced by 19 W/m2. Still, average surface cooling is more pronounced in SHELF_KE (−1.9 °C) than in
GRASS_KE (−0.8 °C; Table 2), showing the competing effect of albedo and nonradiative forcings.
Turbulent fluxes act on the surface temperature through the energetic transfer from the surface to the
boundary layer via sensible and latent heat. In our model, these fluxes are dependent on vegetation
height (thus roughness; Figure 7b) and wind velocity that are expressed as the aerodynamic resistance
(equation (4) in the supporting information). Sensible heat flux is controlled by the temperature gradient
between surface and overlying atmosphere and by the aerodynamic resistance (equation (3) in the
supporting information). When compared to CTL_KE, the higher roughness length (z0) of the tree‐
covered surface in SHELF_KE are responsible for an increase in the sensible heat flux (H) by +10 W/m2,
which contributes to surface cooling. H in GRASS_KE is higher than in SHELF_KE (Figure S6), despite
higher aerodynamic resistance, because of the competing effects of warmer surface and lower z0.

Prescribing vegetation also has direct consequences on the latent heat flux (LE) through changes in evapora-
tion. LE encompasses the effect of soil evaporation, canopy transpiration, and evaporation of foliage water
(i.e., evaporation of rainfall water intercepted by the leaves, also called interception loss; equation (5) in
the supporting information). The efficiency of each of these processes relies on water vapor pressure gradi-
ents and surface drag. With high LAI and z0 over the shelf, SHELF_KE simulation depicts stronger evapora-
tive rates and higher latent heat release than over adjacent ocean (+9 W/m2). It ultimately increases surface
cooling when compared to CTL_KE. In GRASS_KE, because of lower LAI and z0, evaporation through inter-
ception loss is lower than in SHELF_KE, and thus, the total simulated latent heat flux at surface is lower

Figure 5. (a) Low‐level divergence for CTL_KE simulation (with arrows for wind). (b) Change in low‐level divergence (SHELF_KEminus CTL_KE, with arrows for
wind anomaly). (c) Vertical wind anomalies (SHELF_KEminus CTL_KE; color‐coded) and vertical wind component for CTL (dashed lines), averaged over 5°S–5°N
latitudes and between March and April.
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(−11.6 W/m2), despite higher transpiration rate. This smaller loss of
energy through LE release compensates the albedo effect and pro-
duces a lower surface cooling in GRASS_KE than in SHELF_KE.

5. Oceanic Response

Here we use the fully coupled simulations to explore the impact of
simulated change in precipitation on ocean as well as atmosphere–
ocean feedback. CM_SHELF experiment accounts for the ocean–
atmosphere coupling and yields a similar response to shelf exposure
than SHELF_KE experiment (Figures S7 and S8), which suggests
rather weak ocean–atmosphere feedback. Significant increase in sea-
sonal rainfall and year‐round decrease of mean surface temperature
are simulated over the Maritime Continent (Figure S8). Although of
lower magnitude, a significant increase in convergence and convec-
tion over the shelf is simulated during the maximum insolation
season (Figure S7). Increased convergence drives a small increase in
total cloud cover and convective precipitation (up to +1 mm/day)
over the eastern Indian Ocean south of the equator, but these changes
have no significant consequences for the more global (i.e., tropical
Indian and Pacific) ocean dynamics. No significant changes in SST,
wind stress, or thermocline depth are simulated over this region.

Conversely, the emergence of the Sunda shelf directly re‐routes water
masses and changes in continental freshwater inputs, which modifies

Table 2
Annual Change in Radiative and Turbulent Fluxes, and Surface Properties for
FOREST and GRASS With Respect to CTL Simulation

CTL ΔSHELF_KE ΔGRASS_KE

z0 0.0004 1.6a 0.09a

αsurf 0.08 +0.06 +0.08
αTOA 0.26 +0.03 +0.04
SW↓ (W/m2) 237.9 −4.3 −0.5
SW↑ (W/m2) 18.7 +13.1 +19.0
Net SW (W/m2) 219.3 −17.4 −19.5
LW↓ (W/m2) 406.9 +2.4 +2.7
LW↑ (W/m2) 467.4 −11.6 −4.6
Net LW (W/m2) −60.5 +14.0 +7.3
Rn (W/m2) 155.1 −0.8 −7.6
H (W/m2) 15.8 +10.5 +11.4
LE (W/m2) 112.9 +13.5 +4.3
Tnsurf (°C) 26.7 −0.5 +0.03
Tsol (°C) 28.1 −1.9 −0.8
Total precipitation (mm/day) 10. +2.3 +1.3
Drag 0.0013 −0.018 −0.003

Note. Parameter z0 (roughness length) is given as an absolute value; α is the
albedo; SW and LW are given, respectively, for shortwave and longwave radia-
tions (W/m2); Rn is the radiative budget (W/m2); H is the sensible heat flux
(W/m2); LE is the latent heat flux (W/m2); and Tsurf and Tsol are, respectively,
the near‐surface temperature and the surface temperature (°C).
aThe z0 parameter is given as absolute value for the consider surface. All other
number in those two columns are differences.

Figure 6. The 3‐hr frequency field (annually averaged) of (a) near‐surface temperature, vertical velocity ((b) CTL_KE and (c) SHELF_KE), and (d) precipitation
averaged over a 105°E–108°E and 2°S–2°N box. Blue and black curves are, respectively, the SHELF_KE and CTL_KE simulations. (e) Annual mean change in
near‐surface temperature between SHELF_KE and CTL_KE.
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the adjacent ocean temperature and salinity fields through direct re‐routing of water masses and changes in
continental freshwater inputs. First, emerging the Sunda shelf shuts off the Karimata strait (between
Sumatra and Borneo; Figure 1), which in turn modifies the South China Sea (SCS) water export.
Subtropical Pacific waters enter the SCS via Luzon strait, west of the Philippines. When the shelf is inun-
dated, those waters are heated in the SCS and exported via the Karimata strait during boreal winter
(Gordon et al., 2003). Consistent with previous results obtained with ocean‐only models, wherein the SCS
throughflow is switched off (Tozuka et al., 2009; Tozuka et al., 2015), our simulations show that the
closure of the Karimata strait prevents this water export toward the Java Sea and ITF and results in increased
SST in the SCS (up to +1.4 °C seasonally; Figure 8a). The closure of the SCSTF is also responsible for an
increase in Makassar strait transport (Table S1).

Shutting down the seawater exchange between SCS and the ITF modifies the dynamics of the ITF, which
alters both SST and SSS of water masses surrounding the shelf: in CM_SHELF simulation, the southward
volume and heat advection in the Makassar strait increases (supporting information and Table 2), especially
during boreal winter (1.4 Sv and 0.2 PW with a reference temperature of 0 °C), when the contribution of the
SCS throughflow is the highest (Figure 8b). Increased heat export warms the tropical Indian Ocean (up to
+1.2 °C) with maximum temperature anomalies located along the coasts of Sumatra and Java (Figure 7a),
where SST annual variability is the highest (standard deviation is ~0.8°), as already found by Tozuka et al.
(2009, 2015).

CM_SHELF also shows a significant increase in salinity in the ITF (~ +3 psu) and in the Banda Sea, while
the salinity alongWest Sumatra coast decreases by ~1 psu (Figures 8b and 8c). The former signal is explained
by two mechanisms: first, the lower rainfall simulated over the Makassar strait (Eastern Borneo) when the
shelf is exposed mechanically displaces the local freshwater balance and leads to higher surface salinity.
Second, closing the connection between SCS and ITF switches off the wind‐driven southeastward export
of relatively fresher water from SCS through the Karimata strait (Figure 8b; e.g., Gordon et al., 2003;
Tozuka et al., 2009). Such results are in line with previous studies that show modified dynamics of the
ITF due to the closure of the Karimata strait (Qu et al., 2006; Tozuka et al., 2007; Tozuka et al., 2009;
Tozuka et al., 2015). Paleoproxy data also indicate higher salinity in the ITF during the last glacial maxi-
mum, when the Sunda shelf was emerged, which is explained by a reinforced input of high‐salinity water

Figure 7. (left) Shelf surface properties for CTL simulation and change in surface properties (middle) between SHELF_KE and CTL_KE simulation and (right)
GRASS_KE and CTL_KE simulation. (a) Albedo. (b) Neutral drag coefficient (function of the roughness length z0).
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Figure 8. (a, left) Annually averaged sea surface temperature and (right) change in SST (CM_SHELF minus CM_CTL).
(b) Seasonal SSS (shaded areas) and sea surface currents in the ITF. (top) CM_CTL, (bottom) CM_SHELF, (left) winter
(JFMA), and (right) summer (JJAS).
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from the tropical Pacific Ocean (Martinez et al., 2002) and a lower P‐E balance associated with enhanced
evaporation in the ITF (De Deckker et al., 2003). The simulated increased SSS in the ITF appears to be a
rather robust result, while the large magnitude may be related to underestimation of Java Sea salinity in
the CTL simulation.

Changes in SSS over the eastern Indian Ocean are indirect consequences of rainfall changes over the
emerged shelf. Increased rainfall leads to substantial amounts of continental runoff and associated fresh-
water coastal flow off the shelf. As a consequence of this freshwater input, the nearshore SSS decreases by
up to 2.5 psu offshore west of Sumatra (Figure 8c).

A detailed assessment of these changes on large‐scale climate variability, namely, El Niño–Southern
Oscillation patterns, was beyond our scope, but preliminary analysis shows little to no influence of the shelf
on ENSO patterns.

6. Discussion
6.1. General Mechanism by Which the Sunda Shelf Alter the Regional Climate

Our results suggest that an emerged Sunda shelf induces a regional climatic response characterized by
seasonal enhancement of moisture convergence and continental precipitation driven by the thermal prop-
erties of the land surface. Changes in temperature linked to shelf emergence result from the combined
effects of continental heat capacity, surface albedo, and turbulent fluxes. The simulated surface cooling
mainly results from the lower thermal inertia of land compared to ocean, which leads to a strong diurnal
cycle of temperature over the shelf. On seasonal average, we find that the surface cooling amplitude
results from the competing effect of surface albedo change and turbulent fluxes; these two mechanisms
depend on vegetation characteristics, including roughness length and evaporative capacity over foliage.
Such competing roles of radiative and nonradiative forcings have been described in earlier studies focus-
ing on deforestation (Davin & de Noblet‐Ducoudré, 2010; Port et al., 2016). The amplitudes of moistening
of the regional climate also depend on the vegetation type, with higher precipitation when a forested shelf
is prescribed.

6.2. Impact of Parameterizations on the Results

In this study, the simulated increase in convective activity with the emerged shelf is in line with the hypoth-
eses of Dayem et al. (2007) and Molnar and Cronin (2015), who suggest that convection scales with the size
of theMaritime Continent. Bush and Fairbanks (2003) also predict an enhanced convection and higher rain-
fall rates over the shelf. Di Nezio et al. (2016) also simulated surface cooling, but found that it induced lower
convection and drying of the shelf. Di Nezio et al. (2016) used the CESM model, whose convection scheme
relies on Richter and Rasch (2008) for the deep convection and Park and Bretherton (2009) for the shallow
convection. These two schemes have been shown to produce lower precipitation rates in the convective area
of the Maritime Continent when compared to Emanuel's (Toh et al., 2018). In the light of our sensitivity
tests, we suggest that discrepancies among previous studies and our results regarding the shelf influence
on rainfall patterns likely arise from differing parameterizations as well. Still, although the annual simulated
rainfall response to shelf emergence depends on the modeling frameworks used, the mechanism linking
shelf exposure to enhanced convergence and convection is retrieved in all studies, while the seasonal
increase in convection appears independent of the convection scheme. We therefore contend that the
enhanced convective effect of the Sunda shelf is robust.

6.3. Spatial Resolution as a Caveat for Quantifying the Shelf Impact?

The spatial resolution used in our numerical experiments prevent a full representation of land‐sea breezes
process over the Maritime Continent, as suggested in earlier studies (Qian, 2008). Yet the alternative not
only resides in an improved resolution: models with increased spatial resolution yield rather contrasted
results. Schiemann et al. (2014) have run sensitivity experiments with the HadGAM1 AGCM, downscaling
the grid spacing from about 350 to about 110 km (a comparable resolution to our SST‐forced simulations).
They show that the increased resolution indeed improved rainfall patterns in the tropics, and that this
improvement was linked to a better representation of land details and fractional land‐sea mask. More
importantly, they suggested that the sensitivity of precipitation to resolution over the Maritime Continent
was reduced for further increase in resolution (namely, 60‐km resolution), whereas it involved significant
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changes and constraints to ensure numerical stability, such as reducing the physical time steps. These results
have been confirmed by Johnson et al. (2016), who also added that deficiencies in parameterizations may
become more apparent at high resolution, because many GCM parameterizations were originally designed
for low resolution. Other models, either regional circulation model (Li et al., 2017) or AGCMs (CAM model
(Bacmeister et al., 2014)), corroborate these results. Love et al. (2011) show that parameterized convection
tends to misrepresent the diurnal cycle of precipitation. They therefore suggest that only very high resolu-
tion (4 km) configurations, explicitly resolving convection, could correct precipitation biases, but in turn also
created systematic wet biases due to the difficulties of conserving moisture in the semi‐Lagrangian
conservation scheme.

Here our aim is to quantify climate changes linked to the shelf emergence by means of sensitivity experi-
ments involving both SST‐forced and fully coupled experiments. LMDz simulations do not explicit a dry bias,
and the shelf‐induced increase in advection leading to higher precipitation over the region appears as a
robust signal among the different simulations. Setting up very high resolution numerical experiments would
likely reduce our model biases for present‐day simulations, but would unlikely provide different results in
terms of Sunda shelf influence on climate, given the mechanisms at stake.

6.4. Ocean Impact and Perspectives

We find that the shelf alters sea surface salinity through both direct and indirect effects. Higher precipitation
rates over the exposed platform induce freshwater discharge to adjacent ocean and thus lower surface
salinity. The salinity budget in the present‐day ITF is impacted both by local precipitation‐evaporation
balance and freshwater input via the SCS (Gordon et al., 2003). During periods of shelf emergence, the
removal of freshwater input from the SCS may be partly compensated by continental runoff, which empha-
sizes the importance of past river routing reconstruction to understand paleoclimatic changes in the region.
In our experiment, continental runoff over the shelf is routed toward the closest ocean grid points via coastal
flow, with no prescribed river transport. An early reconstruction of the exposed platform (Molengraaff, 1921)
described a large river network with outlets both in SCS and ITF. Increasing precipitation over the platform
should impact the water fluxes in such large river systems and further impact may be recorded in circulation
and stratification of the ITF. The interpretation of ocean paleoproxies should account for this change in
freshwater budget conditions. A more comprehensive understanding of the impact of an emerged Sunda
shelf on the regional ocean dynamics would also benefit from a better resolved ocean that would permit
to explicitly represent fluxes through narrow straits like Ombai or Lombok.

Unfortunately, no direct comparison of our results with proxies is feasible to date, since published paleocli-
matic indicators in the region focus on the last glacial maximum and the Holocene. Last glacial maximum
conditions involve lower atmospheric CO2 concentration, larger ice sheets, and an emerged Sahul shelf,
all of which having potential impact on tropical climate dynamics (e.g., Di Nezio et al., 2016), while the
Sunda shelf was already drowned during the Holocene. Nonetheless, future works focusing on past intergla-
cial periods should consider the impacts of an exposed Sunda shelf.
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